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Left to right: Jason Gillard, Mark Thompson and Karen Cooper on site at 10 Savill Drive, Otahuhu

10 Savill Drive comes to life
10 Savill Drive is under
construction with completion
expected in December 2018.
But don’t let that stop you
experiencing the real thing,
with our scale model
accurately detailing the
new building.

Our model maker is a young man
named Jason Gillard, an autistic
person with a passion for model
making. We have employed Jason to
create scale models that we can use
in the marketing of our developments.
This is his first industrial building and
it’s an outstanding result. I’m sure
you’re all impressed with the detail
and finish that has been achieved.
Working part-time for the last
10 weeks Jason has interpreted plans
and built the model using a variety
of materials including cardboard,
aluminium and plastic. The roof can
be removed to view the warehouse
interior and the roller doors work too!

Working part-time for the last 10 weeks Jason has
interpreted plans and built the model using a variety of
materials including cardboard, aluminium and plastic.
Learn more about Jason Gillard at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlfsPEdR3G4
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Jason working with Mark on the design.
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Goodman staff viewing the completed model.

Jason has worked from his home
workshop and even has a special tool,
built by his father and some friends,
that accurately profiles aluminium
sheets for the cladding and roof.
A site visit with Goodman’s Project
Manager Mark Thompson, helped
Jason understand the construction
process and allowed him to refine the
model. Mark’s guidance also helped
Jason better understand the use of
scale when interpreting drawings.
Goodman were introduced to Jason
through Karen Cooper of Poly-Emp,
an employment & advisory service
for people with learning difficulties.
It’s an organisation that helps those
with disabilities find paid employment,
allowing them to reach their full
potential. Jason is justifiably proud of
what he has achieved and we’re really
excited to have him working for us as
he pursues his passion.
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Attention to detail and accuracy are outstanding.

